
 

 

Round 1 BRUNSWICK U13 VS ASHBURTON 

On a beautiful autumn morning, with the Premiership flag fluttering over the scoreboard, the under 
13s ran out onto a ‘manicured’ Gillon Oval. With some big out of season changes, the new look 
Brunswick side were keen to continue on their winning streak from 2012. Ashburton looked tall and 
strong.  Captain for the day William Mott lost the toss, and Ashburton chose the Pearson Street end. 

FIRST QUARTER 

The siren sounded, and Brunswick started well, with Angus getting the tap. After some scrambly 
play, Brunswick slowly moved the ball into the forward line. Ashburton had some strong play into 
the forward line and a long kick at goal resulted, with Patrick Delaney almost grabbing the ball on 
the line (and hitting the post with his head?), before a rushed point.  Jasper and Gus worked well on 
the back line, combining with Josh S to keep the opposition at bay.  Will McK was in the play early, 
passing well to Aden in the forward pocket. James was working hard in the packs, putting his body in 
hard, and Gus was being creative around the packs.   

Brunswick seemed sluggish in the opening minutes, and were giving their opponents too much 
space.  Ross, the new assistant coach, was working hard on the boundary, organising rotations and 
sorting out opponent s to match height with our players. 

Taj made a lovely run into half forward, setting up a possible scoring shot. William M took a strong 
mark on the wing, switching play and handing off to Gus in the centre. Will K roved the packs well, 
kicking long in to the forward line. Aden kicked a long point into an undefended goals. The kick in 
was quickly won by the Dragons, with James kicking to Daniel to Jack L and another point. Another 
forward push sees Aden take a strong mark and the point from a set shot was unlucky, given it was a 
good strong kick.  

Suddenly the Dragons looked to be applying more pressure, and their structure was starting to 
show.  Josh S applied a great tackle, with the ball spilling to Gus who repelled the ball back into 
attack.  The ball entered our defence quickly, but Jasper backed himself, taking on 3 Ashburton 
forwards and winning the battle, running the ball out to the wing. The quarter time siren rang…well 
done Dragons! There was nothing in it. 

BRUNSWICK 0 3 3  ASHBURTON 0 1 1 

SECOND QUARTER 

Trevor had talked of switching the play being aware of opponents, and manning up in the quarter 
time address, given that No 6 for Ashburton appeared to not have an opponent and was devastating 
with his run and disposal!  .  Angus again started well in the ruck with the ball being moved quickly 
into the forward line, with a strong mark to Jack Saba.  A long kick at goal, but was touched on the 



line for a behind.  The kick in by Ashburton ended with Daniel M, who kicked off one step to Paddy 
who fired away but alas another rushed point.  

Back into play, and Brunswick again held the ball in their forward line, however Ashburton were 
strong in defence again and got the ball back into the centre square. James took a strong mark, 
before a turnover saw Jasper again required on the last line of defence, picking up the ball cleanly 
and passing off to Gus.  The switch was working!   

Up the wing to Francis, to William M and Brunswick were starting to string a few possessions 
together, but without penetration.  A passage of play involving Gus to Francis to Taj to Paddy to Jack 
Saba was strong and precise. William M took a strong mark, played on and bounced to move the ball 
forward. Another rushed point in this passage of play, the dragons were wasting their opportunities! 
Angus intercepted the kick in play, ran on and kicked a long kick from the left pocket and a GOAL. 
Our first one for the game. 

Ashburton were not deterred and won the centre contest, but Jasper P again was strong on half back 
who passed to Angus ran and with 2 bounces got the ball to Gus who ran forward only to just miss 
with an unlucky point resulting.  This passage of play showed how effective switching the play could 
be and how quickly the ball could be moved from back to forward line. Aden, moved briefly into the 
back line, took a strong mark in the square, getting the ball on to Angus and Oskar. Jasper showed 
good skills to get the ball off the ground to a running Gus.  Jack Saba was trying hard, tackling and 
hassling hard and Francis, running out of the pack (and away from his wing position?) ran in and hit 
the post with a long kick. The kick in was marked by Jack Saba, who kicked another point. This time 
the kickout was run down the ground by Ashburton, using strong positional marking. A goal from a 
set shot made the score very interesting.  Siren!! 

BRUNSWICK 1 9 15  ASHBURTON 1 1 7 

The half time address talked of the No. 6 “cutting us up”. Trevor noted that the team was quiet on 
the ground-there needed to be more talking and helping teammates. The forwards needed to be in 
front. Angus was going well in the ruck, William running well out of CHB, Jasper showing great skill 
on the back line. The direction was for Will McK to go onto No. 6, and stay with him. 

THIRD QUARTER 

Ziggy started the quarter on the wing, and was quickly instrumental in a strong passage of play. He 
had two good efforts to get the ball to Daniel M, then onto Jack L, Francis, Aden and a GOAL!! Back 
to the centre and Angus got the ball down to Daniel M kicking to Francis. More strong play saw Will 
McK passing to Daniel M and Oskar. Ziggy was strong on the half back line, with the ball again 
moving forward.  

Aden handpassing off to Declan who kicked a beautiful goal on the run.  The Dragons were starting 
to dominate all around the ground. A point to Jack Saba, and another run of play involving Angus, 
Jack L, Oskar and Raff. True to form, the No. 6 had a long run down the ground, getting Ashburton 
into their forward line. William M got the ball, running it back down the wing. Ziggy tackled No.6 and 
closed up the game, causing a ball up. William M ran through the centre again, bouncing twice 
before kicking on his left foot into half forward. The Ashburton defence were playing in front, and 
repelled another attack.  Josh S had a run with the ball on the outer wing, bouncing twice, before 
passing off to Will K and moving into half forward.  

Kristian had a good quarter, hassling the opposition and gaining several possessions. He worked well 
with Will K and Jack L. Josh S took a strong defensive mark at centre half back. James laid a great 
tackle on the member’s wing. Will McK had the member’s wing on their feet, pulling down a player 
twice his size for a great holding the ball decision. Brunswick ended the quarter on a fantastic note. 



BRUNSWICK  3 10 28  ASHBURTON  1 1 7 

At the three quarter time huddle, the coaches urged the players to keep applying the pressure. 

FOURTH QUARTER 

The final quarter started with Josh D rifling a good handball out of a pack. Angus tackled ferociously, 
being awarded a free kick. Gus ran down the ground, bouncing 3 times, staying balanced and kicking 
on to Daniel P, with a point resulting.  Another point to Daniel M, and then one to Francis off the 
pack- we were peppering the goals!! Kristian was again strong in front of the pack. William made an 
interception, running and bouncing forward to Will McK at CHF. Daniel M passed to Francis, goaling 
from the set shot.  Josh S showing a touch of pace ran off 2 players in the back line, and kicked a 
penetrating kick. Declan was working well in the ruck around the forward 50  and  Raff took a strong 
mark on half back, passing well to Oskar.  Jack Saba made a great lead out of the forward line, with 
Daniel M finding him on the chest. Taj laid a strong tackle on No.6. Aden and Kristian worked well 
together on the wing. Ashburton scored a goal against the run of play, with a free kick in front of 
goal. Aden featured again, taking a strong mark in a 3 on 1 contest at half back. The siren sounded 
not long after-a win for the Dragons!!! 

BRUNSWICK  4 13 37 ASHBURTON  2 1 13 

Goals:  Angus, Francis, Declan, Aden. 

Best:  Gus, Angus, Daniel M, William M, Jack Saba, Aden. 

 

 

Helen Gatford 


